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Interaction Frameworks recapInteraction Frameworks recap

• EEAC: Seven stages of action form a cycleEEAC: Seven stages of action form a cycle.
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A&B Interaction FrameworkA&B Interaction Framework

• Abowd and Beale expanded on the EECAbowd and Beale expanded on the EEC 
to include the system

• System (S)—Uses its core language OPresentation Observation

(computational attributes related 
to system state)

• User (U)—Uses task language 
( h l i l tt ib t l t d t t t )

S
core

U
task

output

(psychological attributes related to user state)
• Input (I)—Uses its input language
• Output (O)—Uses its output language

core task
I

inputPerformance Articulation

• each has own unique language.
interaction means: translation between languagesinteraction means: translation between languages.

• problems in interaction  =  problems in translation 3
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A&B extensions to EEACA&B extensions to EEAC
• Execution Phase

– Articulation—The user formulates
a goal, which is then articulated using
the input language. S U

O
output

Presentation Observation

– Performance—The input language
is translated into the core language 
(operations that the system will carry out).

S
core

U
taskI

inputPerformance Articulation( p y y )
– Presentation—The system manifests 

the result of the core-language operations
using the output language.

pPerformance Articulation

g p g g
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A&B Interaction FrameworkA&B Interaction Framework

• general framework for understandinggeneral framework for understanding 
interaction

not restricted to electronic computer systems– not restricted to electronic computer systems
– identifies all major components involved in 

interactioninteraction
– allows comparative assessment of systems

an abstraction– an abstraction
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Interaction StylesInteraction Styles
• Command Line
• Form Fill-In
• Direct Manipulation & Metaphors, Affordances

W b N i i• Web Navigation
• Three-Dimensional Environments
• Natural Language• Natural Language
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Command Line InterfacesCommand Line Interfaces

• Command-line interfaces are fast and powerful.Command line interfaces are fast and powerful. 
– Many commands are abbreviated

• quick and efficient

– Commands can be applied to many objects 
simultaneously

• fast input• fast input

– Some commands have multiple parameters that can 
be set and altered

• precise and flexible
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Command Line InterfacesCommand Line Interfaces
• Command Line and  the EEAC

– Intention formation, specification of the action, and the execution 
stages are complex

– Requires a rather accurate mental model of the computer’s 
internal processinginternal processing

• Command Line and the Interaction Framework
– Translating the user’s task language into the input languageTranslating the user s task language into the input language 

requires knowledge of the core language
– The output language can be confusing for inexperienced users -

there is very little feedback

• Articulatory distance is large because we are presented 
with only the command prompt - no indication of 
functionality
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functionality
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New Command Line InterfacesNew Command Line Interfaces

• Enso LauncherEnso Launcher 
http://humanized.com/enso/

• Aza Raskin, Toward a model of innovation,Aza Raskin, Toward a model of innovation, 
interactions
Volume 15 , Issue 1 (2008) Pages 19-22

• http://portal.acm.org.ezproxy.auckland.ac.nz/cit
ti f ?id 1330526 1330535& ll ACM&dl
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ation.cfm?id=1330526.1330535&coll=ACM&dl
=ACM&CFID=1577646&CFTOKEN=45865683
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Form Fill-InForm Fill In
• Primarily for data entry/retrieval 
• Presents screens of information

– Like a paper form
Will b di d i d t il i• Will be discussed in detail in
lecture on form-oriented analysis

• Draheim, Weber “Form-Oriented Analysis”, 
Springer 2006.p g

• Jarrett et.al. “Forms that Work”, Morgan 
Kaufmann, 2008.
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• Fits well to A&B Framework.
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Personal ComputingPersonal Computing
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The Xerox Alto computer (1973)The Xerox Alto mail program (1973)

Courtesy Palo Alto Research Center.© Heim 2008 Chap 1



Personal ComputingPersonal Computing

• DesktopDesktop 
Computing

The Alto, developed at the Xerox Palo Alto 
Research Center in 1973, was the first 
computer to use a GUI that involved the 
desktop metaphor: pop-up menus, windows, 
and iconsand icons

Th X Alt t (1973)
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The Xerox Alto computer (1973)
Courtesy Palo Alto Research Center.
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Direct ManipulationDirect Manipulation
• 1982 – Shneiderman describes appeal of graphically-pp g p y

based interaction
– Visibility of objects
– Incremental action and rapid feedbackp
– Reversibility encourages exploration
– Syntactic correctness of all actions
– Replace language with actionReplace language with action

• Three phases in Direct Manipulation - Cooper, Reimann 
(2003)(2003)
– Free Phase—How the screen looks before any user actions
– Captive Phase—How the screen looks during a user action (click, 

click-drag etc )
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click-drag, etc.)
– Termination Phase—How the screen looks after a user action
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Direct ManipulationDirect Manipulation

• Direct Manipulation and the EEACDirect Manipulation and the EEAC
– The range of possible intentions is consistently 

widewide
– Users usually have multiple options for 

specifying action sequencesspecifying action sequences
• Can be overwhelming of novice users

– Provide multiple ways of executing action p y g
sequences
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MetaphorsMetaphors

• GUIs use visual relationships to real-worldGUIs use visual relationships to real world 
objects (metaphors)

• Metaphors can help people relate toMetaphors can help people relate to 
complex concepts and procedures by 
drawing on real-world knowledgeg g

• Real-world affordances can be reflected

• What metaphors are used by contemporary 
GUIs?
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GUIs?
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MetaphorsMetaphors
• A metaphor’s function must be consistentA metaphor s function must be consistent 

with real-world expectations 
• Don’t force a metaphor!• Don t force a metaphor!
• Metaphors that do not behave the way 

people expect will cause confusion andpeople expect will cause confusion and 
frustration
E l• Examples: 

• Trashcan, eject button
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MappingMapping

• The concept of mapping describes howThe concept of mapping describes how 
we make connections between things

• Proper mapping can increase the usabilityProper mapping can increase the usability 
of an interface

• Use natural mapping whenever possibleUse natural mapping whenever possible

Arbitrary mapping Arbitrary mapping Natural mapping
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Arbitrary mapping        Arbitrary mapping Natural mapping
improved
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Example: TicketsExample: Tickets
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AffordancesAffordances

• The affordances of some interfaces canThe affordances of some interfaces can 
be intuitively understood: a steering wheel 
affords turning and a door bell affordsaffords turning, and a door bell affords 
pushing.

• These connections allow us to make 
di ti b t th lt f tipredictions about the results of our actions 

and help us to create usable mental 
d lmodels.
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AffordancesAffordances
• Affordance Confusion - when certain aspects p

of an object do not work in a way in which we 
assume they should

N id ff d b• Norman considers an affordance to be a 
relationship between an object and a user, not a 
property of an object
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p p y j
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AffordancesAffordances

• What may be an affordance to one person may notWhat may be an affordance to one person may not 
be to another

• The perception of affordance fosters usability

• The affordances a user may need must be present

• Affordances must not contradict the user’s 
expectations
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expectations
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3D Environments3D Environments
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Virtual Reality - ImmersiveVirtual Reality Immersive
CAVE automated virtual environment at the 
National Center for SupercomputingNational Center for Supercomputing
Applications (NCSA).
http://brighton.ncsa.uiuc.edu/~prajlich/cave.html

Sketching a virtual world in the 
VR design tool ShadowLight.

Photographs and ShadowLight application courtesy of Kalev Leetaru.
Sensics piSight 
Virtual Reality (VR) system.

http://www.sensics.com/• designed to create a sense of 
“being” in a world populated by g p p y
virtual objects. 

• to create a convincing illusion, they 
must use as many human 
perceptual channels as possible
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Augmented RealityAugmented Reality

• AR I/O devices
– Heads Up Displays (HUD)

MicroOptical MD 6
• Optical see through
• Video see through

MicroOptical MD-6 
Critical Data Viewer.

http://microoptical.net/

• Criteria for AR environments
– The virtual information must be: 

• Relevant to and• Relevant to and
• in sync with the real-world environment.

Sportvue MC1 motorcycle helmet 
heads-up display.
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eads up d sp ay.
http://www.sportvue.com/
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Virtuality ContinuumVirtuality Continuum
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Natural LanguageNatural Language

• Natural Language Interaction (NLI) -Natural Language Interaction (NLI) 
Interacting with computers using everyday 
languagelanguage

• Obstacles
L i bi– Language is ambiguous

– Meaning depends on context
“S h lt ”• “Search results”

• “She said she did not know”
Dependant on visual cues
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– Dependant on visual cues
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Natural LanguageNatural Language

• Applications for NLIApplications for NLI
– Speech Input

• Hands-free operation• Hands-free operation
• Poor Lighting Situations
• Mobile Applicationspp
• In the home

– Speech Outputp p
• On-board navigational systems
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Web NavigationWeb Navigation

• Two basic interaction stylesTwo basic interaction styles
– Link-based navigation

• Sensitive to articulatory distance• Sensitive to articulatory distance
• Ambiguous link labels increase the gulf of 

evaluation
– Search

• Sensitive to semantic distance
• Inadequate search engine algorithms increase the 

gulf of execution
• Slight advantage in development of mental models
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• Slight advantage in development of mental models
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SummarySummary

• We have looked at many interaction stylesWe have looked at many interaction styles 
today

Can use our knowledge of interaction– Can use our knowledge of interaction 
frameworks & styles to inform design
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